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If you tell a story you add more is an ex-
hibition about seafaring and storytelling 
featuring installations and films, archival 
research and performances by an inter-
national group of artists. The exhibition 
takes its title from a Portuguese saying 
about the storyteller’s perspective and 
process using imagination, construction 
and reinvention to recollect historical 
events. Among these historical events 
were the Discoveries, made during the 
sea passages that started from Por-
tugal’s coast. The returning seafarers 
were reporting about formerly unknown 
territories. Navigation with its imagina-
tive and speculative potential generates 
myths and legends, more than any other 
topic. The artists approach this complexi-
ty from very different directions, breaking 
with the romanticized view on seafaring 
through historical and sociological anal-
ysis and elaborating on the metaphor of 
the sea as adversity of life itself. 

The exhibition project started in 2007 
during a collaborative exhibition of Cora 
Piantoni (Munich/Zurich) and Dorota 
Lukianska (Berlin/Gothenburg). Since 
then, the exhibition idea has toured Ba-
sel, Lucerne, Malmö and The Hague. In 
each new city where they debark, new 
crew members are hired and a new 
course is set towards undiscovered hori-
zons and ideas. For the exhibition 2015 in 

Porto, which travelled in 2016 to Zurich 
and from there to Munich, the crew is en-
larged by artists from Portugal, Germany, 
Sweden and Switzerland. 

In preparation of the exhibition and to 
focus thematically, all invited artists met 
for a week-long workshop in May 2014 
at the cultural center Maus Hábitos and 
the museum Casa do Infante in Porto. 
The artists introduced themselves in a 
presentation about their work. In sever-
al walks and guided tours by the Portu-
guese artists and the group Worst Tours 
they learned about the city, its history 
and present. Despite the difficult eco-
nomic situation, there are many initia-
tives, artist-run-spaces and cooperatives 
such as Rua do Sol, Uma Certa Falta de 
Coerência, Oficina Arara, Sonoscopia, 
Cooperativa Árvore etc.

It is an important aspect of the project 
that the individual artists have the op-
portunity to get to know each other, to 
develop and share their ideas. Many of 
the invited artists work site-specifically 
and with installations of found objects 
and archival documents, photos, films 
and sound recordings. Their themes and 
approaches overlap again and again. 
After the workshop, each artist had a few 
months to produce a site-specific work 
or develop an already existing project for 
the exhibition. Some artists returned to 
Porto, to research and continue their in-
dividual projects. 

The exhibition in Porto was shown at three 
different spaces. The museum Casa do 
Infante, located at the birthplace of Hen-
ry the Navigator focuses on the history 
of commerce and the Portuguese trade 
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routes. The museum building hosts the 
city archive and mainly research-based 
works and installations were presented 
here. 
The exhibition space Mira Forum is run 
by two photographers in a former ware-
house and is part of urban development 
and a process of revaluation of a poorer 
area, where the Islas (islands) can be 
found, simple, low-rise settlement struc-
tures, connected by internal streets or 
corridors, located between multi-level 
residential buildings. Due to the eco-
nomic crisis, many former normal earn-
ers moved to the Islas-settlements and 
socially upgraded their houses by reno-
vation/expansion and by forming at the 
same time a neigbourhood communi-
ty. At Mira Forum mainly works dealing 
with architecture and town history were 
shown. 
The culture center Maus Hábitos is locat-
ed on the fourth floor of an Art-Déco ga-
rage building and offers besides studios 
and housing opportunities for artists in 
residence a committed and lively music 
and performance program. On this site 
mainly performative works were shown.

The exhibition travelled in January 2016 
to Zurich and in the space of BINZ39 
foundation, the works came closer to-
gether and new relations developed. In 
March 2016, the exhibition’s journey will 
end in Munich at the space of Galerie der 
Künstler and MaximiliansForum with a 
meeting of all artists involved in the pro-
ject.

One thematic emphasis of the exhibition 
is the maritime history of Porto and Por-
tugal, the Discoveries and the expansion 
of trade routes, but also colonialism. 

Dorota Lukianska follows the traces of 
Henry the Navigator, the initiator of the 
discovery travels. Lukianska deals with 
urban legends and fragments of natu-
ral history, exoticism, discoveries and 
destruction. Her surrealistic installation 
consists of collected items and stories.

At the exhibition opening in Porto, Gre-
gor Passens realised an incense perfor-
mance, refering to the dangers during 
expeditions and sea passages. At Casa 
do Infante Passens presented the relics 
and other elements connected to his per-
formance.

Maria Iorio’s & Raphaël Cuomo’s film 
The Interpreter evokes the time of a clan-
destine crossing of the Mediterranean 
Sea at the end of the 1990s. It was pro-
duced in close collaboration with geog-
rapher Makrem Mandhouj and benefited 
from elements of his field research on 
local and international migration around 
the Tunisian Sahel.

Lina Selander’s & Oscar Mangione’s 
film The Offspring Resembles the Parent 
is a critical reflection on German colo-
nial history with its focus on emergency 
banknotes printed in the 1920s, used 
during times of crisis and inflation and for 
enclaves without a set structure or defi-
nite borders, such as ghettos or colonies. 

Kristina Müntzing uses art and crafts to 
create a visual language of radical po-
litical movements. Her woven wallpiece 
investigates paths of cultural intercon-
nection between Portugal and its former 
colonies.

The other works are dealing with archi-
tecture, town history and Porto’s identity.

Susana Gaudêncio presents a video 
installation and a poster. The video ex-
plores the action of Walking as an old 
method for critical travel and to acquire 
knowledge – cultural, sociological, geo-
graphical, historical and Insularity as a 
desire for imagination, utopia, autonomy 
or isolation. The poster is a cartographic 
account of Gaudêncio’s walks in Porto.

For one week Stefan Meier wandered 
from the center to the periphery of Por-
to. From his observations along the axes 
of the city and the line between land and 
sea, he developed a photographic instal-
lation.

Stefan Burger’s filmic essay Via Cata-
rina shows an unconventional vision of 
Porto: for his film Burger pursued the 
movements and sounds of the seagulls 
in Porto and the micro gestures of elderly 
people at Via Catarina shopping mall.

In Porto Cora Piantoni continued her 
research about worker’s communities, 
focusing on their musical traditions. Be-
sides traditional working songs of the 
fishermen in Afurada and of the workers 
at the stonemason’s factory in Matosin-
hos, she recorded and discussed Fado as 
a soundtrack for longing in the context of 
work.

Eduardo Matos explores South as a 
concept that partly defines Portuguese 
identity and imagination. His installation 
assembles different elements, from a 
recipe for the staple diet of Portuguese 
sailors to iconography of colonialist 

paintings and objects depicting the idea 
of South and displacement. 

André Sousa’s installation, consisting 
of large scale drawings and a projection, 
connects different times and remotes 
areas.

Johan Thurfjell’s tiny model of a marine 
vessel is placed on the floor of the exhibi-
tion space. The approximate scale is de-
scribing the ratio between the room and 
the model as a way to imagine a journey 
on the Mediterranean Sea. From Turkey 
to Greece, from Libya to Italy.

Migration is an important topic in Henrik 
Lund Jørgensen’s work. His film depicts 
circumstances where fear and longing 
for a better life prompts the search for 
other places, countries and continents.

Catarina Simão’s film MUEDA 1979 / 
The Mozambique Archive Series is made 
after a feature film from the Archive of 
Mozambique and is part of her long term 
research on Mozambique’s narrative on 
Portuguese colonialism. The film pre-
sents a counter-view on the lusotropical-
ist narrative about the Mueda massacre, 
the colonial administration and the pa-
thetic state of the Portuguese Empire in 
the 1960s.

Beate Engl and Stefan Wischnewski 
were collaborating on a performance 
based on the flag alphabet or semaphore. 
They pulled a kinetic sculpture with mov-
ing flags through the public space of 
Porto. Flag semaphores were used in 
the maritime world in the 19th century 
and are used today for emergency com-
munication. 



Exhibition views: Casa do Infante, Porto, September 2015



Exhibition views: Mira Forum, Porto, September 2015 Exhibition view: Maus Hábitos, Porto, September 2015



Exhibition views: BINZ39 Foundation, Zurich, January 2016





Stefan Burger Via Catarina (2015)

4K video, 12 min



Beate Engl &  
Stefan Wischnewski 

Exhibition view: Maus Hábitos, Porto, October 2015

wig wag zig zag (2015)

Performance in public space and video

Object: trolley with semaphore  
decoding unit, gear mechanism and 
camera system



Susana Gaudêncio

FORTUNATE ISLES. 
Aphorisms for the emergence of a seem-
ingly continuous world. 
Notice to Skippers: It’s summer, it’s hot, 
I am wearing an embarrassing but com-
fortable pair of sneakers. In 3 hours I walk 
down to Freixo in a solitary venture. But 
“[n]o man is an island, Entire of itself, 
Every man is a piece of the continent, A 
part of the main. If a clod be washed away 
by the sea, Europe is the less. As well as if 
a promontory were. As well as if a manor 
of thy friend’s Or of thine own were: Any 
man’s death diminishes me, Because I 
am involved in mankind, And therefore 
never send to know for whom the bell 
tolls; It tolls for thee.”1

CADMUS & HARMONY + INTERNET 
MAP. I can relate an island to a city, a 
village, a house in the sense that cultur-
ally, they all are self-supporting systems. 
But cultural barriers are not absolute, 
communication networks are ubiqui-
tous. The fact that advanced capitalism 
makes the concept of exchange and val-
ue increasingly abstract, allowed for the 
invisible to organize the world in a much 
more fundamental way than geography 
or architecture. Today, space is manu-
factured through the influence of those 
invisible forces – it seems to be missing 
or hiding. The idea of nothing, of the 
disappearance of substance, influences 
all our experience, where “seeing is be-
lieving” no longer proves anything. The 
island as a metaphor for isolation in a 

1 DONNE, John. The complete English poems. Introduction 
and notes by A. J. Smith. England: Penguin Books, 1971.

society or culture may present problems; 
for instance at what extent does a society 
change, or not, when in intense contact 
with others: “Plus ça change, plus c’est la 
même chose. What goes around comes 
around. Quanto mais as coisas mudam, 
mais elas permanecem as mesmas” 
KIRIWUNA. Anthropology was founded 
on the island of Kiriwuna in Trobriand 
Archipelago, off the coast of Australia. 
The island of Kiriwuna is to anthropology 
what the Galapagos islands are to biol-
ogy.
FORTUNATE ISLES. I arrive to Trin-
dade in an accelerated walking step. 
Near there I walk up the newspaper Jor-
nal de Noticias’s tower. A dense fog, like 
smoke, goes up the mouth of river Douro 
towards its source. From this privileged 
watchtower I can see the city in its 360 
degrees. I look under my legs loosing 
balance and think of “Nearer My God to 
Thee”, the band musicians were playing 
it while Titanic was sinking. Nero, the Ro-
man emperor, cheerfully played the lyre 
while Rome was burning. In a tragedy like 
these, sinking or burning, I would rather 
hear “World Destruction” of Afrika Bam-
baataa and John Lydon.
CARAVELAS. The destination of the fif-
teenth century Caravel was an imagined 
geography without boundaries. Whether 
a continent or an island, these places 
exist in an infinite space, occupying an 
endless abundance of landscape, the 
sea. Their navigators aspired to create ef-
fective and ideal societies, places where 
everything was possible, with more or 
less strict rules, where they could be seen 
as citizens of a richer and happier state. 

Fortunate Islands (2015)

Video animation, 12 min, poster

It is hard to forget that these special en-
voys were sent to cover up the surfaces of 
a so called primitive and savage culture 
with pure religion, Baroque and pristine 
tiles, inflicting on others the horrors of a 
rough indoctrination to which they them-
selves were subject to. 
STROMBOLI. When we focus our imagi-
nation in the idea of the island, we are of-
ten inclined to create only positive values 
and see it as an apparatus for illusions 
and chimeras. What contributes to this 
tendency are the special characteristics 
of its geographic space – the continent is 
the norm, the island is the exception.
INFLATABLE BOATS. Today all our 
countries have been domesticated – 
to date, we have explored most of the 
world’s surface. But most of our human 
history has been dominated by ignorance 
about our territorial limits. It is easy to un-
derstand the power over the human mind 
of geographical areas as evocative as 
the islands. Today, men and women who 

come to southern European islands are 
seeking for utopia. But the ideal city has 
yet to be invented.
I visit the Military Museum, where I can-
not find a single piece of memorabilia 
about the Carnation Revolution of 1974, 
or any reference to the fact that the build-
ing was for decades PIDE’s headquar-
ters, Salazar’s secret police. In this build-
ing more than 7,600 Portuguese citizens 
were tortured – thank goodness for the 
Republican Revolution room. There is 
an odd collection of tin soldiers; the only 
women represented are the Napoleon 
army prostitutes and the Egyptian slaves.
STONE WALLS. I walk along the old city 
walls that appear to be like the limits of 
an island made in stone.
REFUGE. On November 4, 2003, a few 
kilometers north of the city of Darwin in 
Australia, a small group of Kurdish ref-
ugees and Indonesian sailors landed 
ashore Melville island in a modest boat, 
seeking for political asylum. John How-



ard, the Australian prime minister at the 
time, not inclined to deal with new asy-
lum seekers, decides to cut the country’s 
ties with Melville excluding the island of 
the Australian territory, thus freeing his 
government to comply with asylum law 
for refugees – perhaps we could wait for 
some political leaders to come together 
on an island and in return remove it from 
the map.
IMAGINED GEOGRAPHIES. The is-
lands narrated by Jonathan Swift in his 
Gulliver’s Travels (1726), can be read 
as deformed mirrors of our own world. 
Laputa is an island floating peacefully 
in the sky. The island is constituted by a 
bottom layer made of diamond. Through 
its stone-magnet, it is possible to move 
the island up and down and from one 
side to the other. The main concerns of 
Laputanos, are music, mathematics and 
astronomy, they have no practical skills 
and are disastrous in their daily life. Bal-
nibarbi is under Laputa’s purview, here 

exists an Academy of projectos, where 
scientists are primarily interested in 
finding out how all things work at any 
expense. Here everything is a parody of 
scientific progress. All projects are truly 
absurd. For example, a linguist proposed 
a way to abolish all the words in order to 
discuss without talking, which would be 
favorable to the chest, because it is clear 
that the exercise of speech tires the lungs 
putting good health at risk. The solution 
he found, was to carry with him all the 
objects he wanted to talk about. The oc-
cupation of another scientist, since en-
tering the academy, was to return human 
excrement to its original food material, 
reversing the process of digestion, elim-
inating thus the bad smell. Every week a 
plate with material was delivered to him, 
almost the size of a barrel of Bristol. An-
other man discovered the secret of plow-
ing with pigs, saving the effort of horses, 
oxen, plows and farmers. His method 
was this: in a hectare of land, from 15 

to 15 centimeters, a certain amount of 
acorns, dates, nuts and other fruits that 
pigs appreciate should be buried; after-
wards up to six or more pigs were freed 
in to the land and with hands and nose 
they would revolve the terrain, eat the 
nuts and fruit and in the end filled it with 
manure. In Houyhnhnm, a culture of fine 
horses contrasts with the brutal and un-
civilized Yahoos, which portray men in 
the narrative. In Lilliput, discussions and 
battles are ridiculous because everything 
is minuscule. In Brobdingnag, in reality a 
peninsula, the King says about Europe-
ans: “I can only conclude that the group 
of the natives is the most pernicious race 
of little odious vermin that nature ever 
suffered and saw crawling on the earth’s 
surface.” 
DEFORMED MIRRORS IN THE 
SHAPE OF A CIRCLE. The world is a 
set of different versions fighting each 
other, while some take vacations, others 
go around their business.
OLD FENCE. Throughout all classical 
tradition, the Fortunate Islands are re-
ferred the rest place for gods and myth-
ical Greek heroes. In the book Message, 
by Fernando Pessoa, they are described 
as a place outside of time and space, 
where the myths of the Fifth Empire are 
waiting to come through. Their presence 
is only captured during sleep by audio 
signals and the sound of waves, arising 
as “no place” a Utopia.
THE VENUS OF WILLENDORF is 11 
cm high, and estimated to be 22,000 to 
24,000 years old. It is perhaps the arti-
fact from a remote matriarchal society.
RETURNING HOME without learn-
ing the mystery of things hidden under 
stones.

Video Credits: Music “Nearer My God to 
Thee” played by Phyllis Taylor Sparks/
Potato Photography (Venus of Willen-
dorf): © Ann Gordon/Image of Internet 
Map: © Chris Harrison/Sound effects: 
Susana Gaudêncio, Mike Koenig, Mark 
Di Angelo. 

Thanks to: Isabel Carvalho, Susana Pom-
ba, Mario Moura, André Sousa, Caterina 
Simão, Dorota & Cora.

Susana Gaudêncio. Porto. 2015





Maria Iorio &  
Raphaël Cuomo

The Interpreter (2009)

HD video, 36 min, archiving documents



Henrik Lund Jørgensen The Recruitment  
(And Escape) Of A Dying 
Plastic Soldier (2015)

HD video, 10 min Exhibition view: Mira Forum, Porto, October 2015



Dorota Lukianska

Dear Prince Henry  

It is the year 2015 and I am writing you 
from Porto. 

You caught my interest and became a 
starting point in this work.  

I am dreaming of you when I am in Ra-
poseira and you are very present when I 
am in Portugal. I don’t wish to be you, or 
with you, and I am happy to be where I am 
today, even if my dreams tells otherwise. 

But you are a mystery to me and I think 
there is more to add and discover. 

I like the stories about you, the ones told 
from mouth to mouth. The myths and 
legends about you fascinate me.

In my art I am working with imagination 
and find interest in twisting reality by 
questioning “What if ?”… 
An interesting fact about myths is that if 
they just get repeated they will eventually 
become general accepted truths. Anoth-
er kind of truth – an alternative truth.   

The collage sculpture you see here is 
an attempt to bring some of the myths 
and urban legends about you together. 
It is created from found objects together 
with objects given to me – objects of high 
importance. Many of them are starting 
points for this text or vice versa, if you like.  

The desire to do good while it 
can always get worse (2015)

Installation, photography, objects and 
handwritten letter, dimension variable

I like the fact that you are not the man 
with the rounded hat, even if that is a new 
concept. If you don’t wear that hat then 
who are you?   

And I find it interesting that you might 
have been a woman that wished to dis-
cover the world and for simplicity had to 
dress up as a man. 

Maybe your name was Henrietta but you 
had to change it to Henry? What would 
you discover and how would you do it? 

I heard you felt forced to leave Porto 
because of your sexual orientation. You 
never got married and did not start a 
family. You stayed in Sagres, Raposeira 
and Lagos and lived the life you wanted 
surrounded by scientists and navigators. 
I hope you always followed your heart.  

I was trying to talk to your ghost when I 
was in Raposeira but your ghost was not 
kind enough to be present. Perhaps the 
problem was the constellation, or that 
the group was not concentrated enough. 
However a few days later I saw your shad-
ow following me on the streets of Rapo-
seira, while I followed in your footsteps.

When I went to your house – “Henry’s 
house”. I found some signs that I think 
you wanted me to see. Like the disap-
pearing sea image. Did you know already 
about the problems we have with the en-
vironment? That life in the oceans is dis-
appearing? 

Did you see the thought-bubbles of the 
upset sea? And the sail above your bed. 
Constant dreams of discoveries and the 
effect of it? 

Or perhaps you saw when Nayyirah Wa-
heed crossed the ocean to come to Eu-
rope only to realize no one wanted her 
there?

What about colonization? The conse-
quence of it? Did you think about that?

I found a new collection of flowers out-
side your house in Raposeira. And then 
the samples of other dried plants in the 
house, which I tried to label and organize.

I also found an army of angry shells with 
banners saying “Stop exoticize us!”. Did 
you collect them?
And what about the unpainted chinaware 
I found? And pieces of the last cork tree in 
Portugal. What else became of it?

Dear Henry, I have so many questions to 
ask you. In October I will call for you while 
I am in Raposeira. 
I hope to find more and continue our dis-
coveries.

Warm Greetings, Dorota



Exhibition view: Maus Hábitos, Porto, October 2015



Eduardo Matos Relíquia Cadáver (2015)

Display of objects and culinary recipe  
for a long digestion

Wood tables, objects of different 
materials and food

Relíquia Cadáver (Corpse relic).

Soup for a long digestion.

2,7 kilos of lard of Portuguese origin, 
from the city of Porto.

2 small stones from the Martim Moniz 
district, Lisbon

200 ml of seawater and 200 mg of sand 
from the Farol island, district of Faro, 
Portugal. According to a local inhabit-
ant it is the most southerly point of the 
Portuguese mainland.

Sneaker – left foot. Left on the street  
by a Moroccan, emigrated to Brussels.

Green dye from the Middle East?

Crimson pigment from the Madeira 
island.

Sunglasses “Ray Ben”, bought for  
ten euros, at a beach in the Algarve, 
from Mr. Mamadou, an immigrant  
from Senegal, who lives and works in 
Albufeira, Portugal.

Leaves of Megaphrynium macros-
tachyum, from the Democratic  
Republic of Congo.

Nutmeg from Madagascar.

Green tea from Mozambique.

Cinnamon from the Sri Lanka.

Sugarcane from India.

Exhibition view: BINZ39 foundation, Zurich, February 2015



Stefan Meier Overthinking ruins everything 
(2015)

Installation, mixed media  
(printed pleated blind, photography  
print on paper, cord, wood, stone), 
dimensions variable

Exhibition view: Mira Forum,  
Porto, October 2015



Kristina Müntzing Calçada (2015)

Woven collage, paper, 200 × 280cm
Exhibition view: BINZ39 foundation, 
Zurich, February 2016



Gregor Passens Niebla (2015)

Action and objects: shovel, charcoal, 
incense (Palestine King, Arabic clear), 
coal tongs, charcoal lighter Aladin

Cortina de Humo (2015)

Screen print on silver-colored fabric, 
150 cm × 600 cm

Exhibition view: Casa do Infante,  
Porto, October 2015



Cora Piantoni Canções de Trabalho 
Songs of Work (2015)

2 channel video installation,  
15 min 30 sec



Lina Selander &  
Oscar Mangione

The Offspring Resembles the 
Parent (2015)

HD video, 13 min 44 sec



Catarina Simão MUEDA 1979 
The Mozambique Archive 
Series (2013) 

Video, 11 min



Three different installations –  
Porto, Zurich, Munich

André Sousa Undefined Time and  
Materials (2015)

Un Captif Amoureux (2016) The St. Martin’s Project 
(2008/16)



Johan Thurfjell Navigators (2015)

Installation, plaster,  
size 10 cm × 10 cm × 2 cm

Exhibition view: Mira Forum,  
Porto, October 2015
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